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The Intelligent Factory

With the self-learning AI tool in WORKS you can optimize selected 
or all production processes on the SMT line.
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With WORKS, ASMPT delivers a software suite with line-oriented 
applications that can be adapted to the individual requirements of your 
respective production environment. You can connect WORKS to your own 
manufacturing execution system (MES) as well as to third-party software.

The powerful, comprehensive and user-friendly software solution makes 
it easy to design complex production processes as well as individual tasks 
effectively and efficiently. 

WORKS lays the foundation for the Intelligent Factory and promotes step-by-
step automation with its multitude of smart functions for operator support 
and process optimization.

ORGANIZE AND OPTIMIZE 
WORKFLOWS EASILY AND 
EFFECTIVELY



With WORKS, operators can monitor all relevant KPIs at all times. 

With its clear representation of pending 
tasks on smart devices, WORKS enables 
teams of operators to perform tasks on 
the line with exceptional efficiency.

WORKS Programming 
Relieve your lines by creating printing and placement programs offline 
and validating them via offline simulations before they are download-
ed to the line when the production commences. 

WORKS Planning  
Optimize your equipment utilization and deliver on time by auto-
matically importing orders, deadlines and data from IT/ERP systems, 
communicating with the lines in real time, and optimizing their setup 
sequences.    

WORKS Logistics
Perfectly organize your SMT-specific materials: Emergency stocks, 
material shortfalls, confusing paper lists, manual searches and materi-
al-related line stops are now a thing of the past.

WORKS Preparation 
Have all relevant data regarding orders, machine setups and materials 
reliably under control, determine precise production sequences, and 
ensure trouble-free setup processes. 

WORKS Operations 
Ask WORKS to monitor your lines automatically and use the informa-
tion (machine errors, material replenishments, etc.) to generate tasks 
that are communicated to your operators on their smart devices intel-
ligently, prioritized, and based on their availability and skills. 

WORKS Monitoring 
Ensure stable production workflows through smart monitoring of KPIs 
across multiple lines in real time with automatic notifications and re-
ports. 

WORKS Optimization 
WORKS is the world’s first software that can implement self-learning 
experts systems on the SMT line. The AI tool can optimize some or all 
of your production processes autonomously.

WORKS Integration 
WORKS enables the non-proprietary exchange of application data  
on the shop floor as well as the connection of MES systems in your 
company.  
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ASMPT  
Remote Demo

A product presentation  
by ASMPT experts: online,  
free of charge, customized.
Make your SMT production even more 
productive, efficient, and successful!

smt.asmpt.com/en/
competence-network/ 
asmpt-remote-demo/ Register now!

Want to learn more about the WORKS Software Suite?

In our Intelligent Factory eMagazine, you will find technical 
articles, videos, case studies, and a wealth of other information. 

Benefit from customized webinar product presentations 
developed by our experts to meet your specific needs.

Read now !
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